Cone-beam computed tomography on a mobile C-arm: novel intraoperative imaging technology for guidance of head and neck surgery.
A conventional approach to image-guided surgery relies on positional tracking relative to preoperative images. We investigated the performance of intraoperative cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) on a mobile C-arm for real-time guidance of head and neck surgery. Objectives were as follows: (1) to quantify improvements in surgical performance achieved with intraoperative CBCT and (2) to investigate specific, challenging surgical tasks for which CBCT is essential for total target ablation and critical structure avoidance. Surgical performance was evaluated using a phantom model in which a simulated skull base lesion was excised with and without intraoperative CBCT guidance. Performance was quantified by means of statistical decision theory analysis for conservative and radical excision tasks, yielding measures of sensitivity and specificity for each surgical task. Cadaveric specimens were employed to demonstrate the efficacy of CBCT guidance in sinus and skull base surgery. Performance under CBCT guidance was significantly increased in all cases, particularly for radical excision tasks in proximity to critical normal structures. Cadaver studies demonstrated that CBCT-guided procedures yielded higher-quality surgical product and higher conformity to surgical margins with dramatically increased surgical confidence. Intraoperative CBCT quantifiably improved surgical performance in all excision tasks and significantly increased surgical confidence. CBCT offers an intraoperative three-dimensional imaging technology that provides exquisite, real-time visualization of sinus and skull base anatomy. Such intraoperative imaging in combination with real-time tracking and navigation should be of great benefit in delicate procedures in which excision must be executed in close proximity to critical structures.